Variance matters: the shape of a datum.
In the quantitative analysis of behaviour, choice data are most often plotted and analyzed as logarithmic transforms of ratios of responses and of ratios of reinforcers according to the generalized-matching relation, or its derivatives such as conditional-discrimination models. The relation between log choice ratios and log reinforcer ratios has normally been found using ordinary linear regression, which minimizes the sums of the squares of the y deviations from the fitted line. However, linear regression of this type requires that the log choice data be normally distributed, of equal variance for each log reinforcer ratio, and that the x (log reinforcer ratio) measures be fixed with no variance. We argue that, while log transformed choice data may be normally distributed, log reinforcer ratios do have variance, and because these measures derive from a binomial process, log reinforcer ratio distributions will be non-normal and skewed to more extreme values. These effects result in ordinary linear regression systematically underestimating generalized-matching sensitivity values, and in faulty parameter estimates from non-linear regression to assume hyperbolic and exponential decay processes. They also lead to model comparisons, which assume equal normally distributed error around every data point, being incorrect. We describe an alternative approach that can be used if the variance in choice is measured.